now are the learned scholars and great architects Why does it appear that so many villages are still quite pagan when the surface is scratch ed 10 and Even more surprising is that much of the admittedly superficial islamization is not of ancient origin but dates from no earlier than the nineteenth century In that century there were only two active centers of Islamic power in the Western Sudan the Northern Nigerian Hausa-Fulani emirates and the Fouta Djallon and both of these were animated by Fulani holy men who had recently come to power and who were busy proselytizing by conducting series of holy wars that largely succeeded in bringing the bulk of the peasantry at least formally into the ranks of Islam Another puzzle and this is one of the great mysteries of Sudanie history shows how lightly the Islamic civilization affected the coun tryside Why were there no wheels in the pre-colonial Western Sudan And why was there and still for practical purposes is no animal drawn cultivation when both these techniques were known by the Arabs and long long before them by the Mediterranean world It is obvious that the old empires real as they were only lightly touched the countryside and were concentrated rather in few urban centers where lived their aristocracies
The aristocracies not the masses participated in Muslim culture during the middle ages Wealth like culture was an aristocratic monopoly or at least an urban one
In fact this wealth was not based on the production of the masses Granting that political upheaval might have destroyed the cities how could it so quickly have destroyed all these villages and reduced them to bare subsistence level if more than this had ever existed Indeed the rapidity of the destruction of the last of the great empires Songhay was such that single battle at Tondibi just north of Gao on the river Niger in 1591 sufficed to bring the whole edifice apart.1 12 The reaction of the invading Moroccan victors in this case is illustrative After plundering Timbuctu they were sadly disillusioned to find so little left in the countryside This is not to say that such experiences are unique to the Sudan There are other cases in history of whole empires and cultures disappear ing at one stroke but to the researcher the Sudan has the advantage that its collapse was fairly recent and so total that its present state led Europeans to say for generation that the area had never had history and had never seen economies or cultures more advanced than those found in 1900
The problem raised is not merely one for Africanists but also for anyone interested in theories of economic development There are types of development which have many of the surface traits Nor was such an experience unique in the Sudan Ghana met an equally rapid end at the hands of the Almoravids in the eleventh century and even long lived Kanem-Bornu went through very rapid and abrupt fluctuations of power of true development urbanization increased division of labor the growth of market sectors of the economy an artisanal industry increases in formal learning and an accumulation of wealth The centers of the Western Sudan had these intermittently for thousand years.1 Why then did no self-sustaining growth occur
The old centers of power lived from the trans-Saharan gold and salt trade It was the revenues from these that permitted the flowering of their cultures and paid for their armies They floated so to speak above the villages which remained self-sufficient and partook as little of the urban culture as they did of the market oriented urban econo mies
The gold mined on the southern limits of the Sudan was carried to the cities across the desert and to the coastal Arabs
The circum navigation of West Africa by the Portuguese in the fifteenth century destroyed the monopoly of this trade Moreover the quan tities of gold brought into the Mediterranean world by Spain from America in the sixteenth century made West supply seem insignificant and much too expensive That is why Songhay never regained its prosperity after the Moroccan calamity It had in fact already been losing it before the invasion and the disruption of the trade routes by the Moroccans only accelerated an existing decline.2 Places farther east near Lake Chad that traded with Egypt rather than with the Western Mediterranean kept their prosperity into the nine teenth century but never shone like the older centers Any disruption of the trade routes destroyed the prosperity and indeed the entire fabric of the old Sudanese empires
If as in the case of the Almoravid invasions the disruption was temporary then new empires would come to take the place of the old If the temporary disruption was accompanied by basic shift in trade patterns then the damage was irreparable
The collapse of trade erased the surpluses accumulated by the urban aristocracies and with it the power and the culture There remained no internal forces capable of sustaining brilliance but only poor villages filled with legends of formerly glori ous past and in some cases the descendants of the old aristocracies as in the Songhay villages of Andiourou and Tera ruled by descendants of the Askia who fled there after Tondibi 12]) but without the means to recreate them
In the south-central part of modern Niger there exists number of Hausa cities which in pre-colonial times were independent States of the same kind as the better known bigger and far richer cities farther proof of how great the accumulated wealth was is that sixteenth century Moroccan Sultan who was in contact with both Europe and Songhay used the very best of his troops for many years to get his hands on wealth See for the details on this trade south such as Kano Zaria or Katsina One of these cities was Birni Konni the Walled City of Konni which was the capital of small kingdom still extant under the name of the canton of Birni Konni and still ruled by descendant of the pre-colonial ruling family The city of Konni is by no means insignificant in Niger for it is the fifth largest of all its cities and it is strategically placed on some of the best agricultural lands of the country though not really comparable to the superior lands farther south in Northern Nigeria
It is at the cross road of the main Niamey-Zinder road and the northern TahouaAgadez-Algeria road and has good road connecting it to Sokoto ninety kilometres to the south Birni Konni is eventually destined for some sort of development financed by the government of Niger but until the investments are actually made the area while changing at its own pace continues to exhibit traits which can help us explore and better understand the problems raised above KONNI THE CITY AND ITS HINTERLAND One glance shows the contrast between the city of Konni and its hinterland
The city is far larger than any of the villages in the area and since it is an administrative center the chef-lieu of an arrondis sement which exceeds the limits of the canton it has host of civil servants who speak French and dress differently from even the wealthy peasants It has secondary school little hospital post onice couple of restaurant-bars and quite few shops which special ize in European type consumer goods for the civil servants All of its houses are made at least of banco hardened mud) and it has few wide tree-lined avenues albeit unpaved It has few concrete European style homes some of which even have their own little electric generators It also contains the banco palace and the extensive administrative body of the Särkin court the Emir of Konni now officially called its chef de canton
The villages on the other hand have none of these and even more obviously their houses are built largely of straw But the city dwellers still cultivate the sur rounding lands and grow most of their food as do the villagers Might it not then be said that even the city is only big village with an ad ministrative superstructure placed above its peasant population Not really because there are much deeper economic and social differences between the city and its closest villages
In the first place the city is much more orthodoxly Muslim than the countryside Many of its richer merchants and members of the Sark court actually seclude their wives from the outside world while this is never done in the villages
The countryside makes great show of being Muslim but in fact it remains strongly attached to its animist traditions which long antedated the arrival of Islam The city participates much more in the long range trade that has always characterized the Hausa city States than do the villages This partially explains the more orthodox Islam of the city for merchants have traditionally been important carriers of that religion in the Western Sudan
The city also has well developed artisan class and number of service occupations which are of little importance in the countryside
In the city the annual per capita income in kind agri cultural and animal products directly consumed by the producing families is roughly the same as in the countryside;1 but the cash revenue of the average city dweller is about 2.7 times that of the average villager.2 And it must be noted that it was the French impos ed head-tax which first forced the villagers to earn cash income while the city has traditionally had an exchange sector in its economy Even now about half of the villagers cash incomes go into tax payments
The difference between the city and the villages in cash income is both reflection and further cause of an important set of differences in taste between the inhabitants of both places City people eat more food and more varied foods they dress better by having both finer traditional clothes and European ones which are unknown in the villages they own or aspire to own transistor radios watches bicycles and sometimes motor-bikes and they are generally more sophisticated or at least are sure that they are)
The entire economic cycle of the city is different from that of the villages Both cultivate during the short three month rainy season but after the rains the city men return to their dry season artisanal or commercial or other service occupations
The civil servants of course do not cultivate at all and the rich merchants and aristocrats or offi cials of the court pay laborers to work their fields In the countryside however the young men usually go off on temporary three month migrations toward the coast to Nigeria or Ghana or the Ivory Coast to find jobs and then return with their families head-tax cash Recently the patterns of migration have been shifting slightly but the fact of the temporary movements toward cash earning work remains as it has been since the French conquest Artisanry and service occupations exist in the villages but on far smaller scale than in the city Per capita annual revenue in kind city 1780 CFA francs country 1890 CFA francs 245 CFA francs ti.oo Per capita annual cash revenue city 3565 CFA francs country 1335 CFA francs
THE ORIGINS OF THE ECONOMY AND ITS VALUE SYSTEM
The origins of the economy are old The primary difference between the city and the countryside has always been that the former contained princely court and an administrative body.1 These lived from combination of trade and taxation This is still true for the Särkin Konni owns his personal fleet of several large trucks that ply the commercial circuits of Niger and Nigeria
He is the biggest of the merchant-transporters of Birni nni and this greatly supplements his officiai revenues derived from taxes. The aristocrats and officials required luxury goods to satisfy them as well as body of lesser per sonnel and Muslim scholars to grace the court The habits naturally set the standards of taste for the rest of the city Traditionally Hausaland traded slaves ivory leather and ostrich feathers with the Arabs for cloth metals weapons horses and various trinkets and money They traded grain skins and cloth for salt dates and animals with the desert Tuaregs Later trade was largely oriented toward the coast Slaves were traded for kola nuts cowries and European products
The source of slaves was the rural pagan population that is the most distant from the center of the Emirate or war captives All these transactions brought great wealth to the local States where the Sarkis and their dignitaries lived in grand luxury.2
The coming of the French in 1906 disrupted trade patterns and decreased the power of the court This explains what might otherwise be an incomprehensible phenomenon while Niger as whole practically doubled its population between 1900 and 1945 the population of the city of Konni remained at about 5000 during those forty-five years.3
This situation only began to change with the appearance of class of Nigerian civil servants after 1945
These while partially Europeanized took over many of the consuming habits of the old court aristocracy and restimulated the traditional commercial system From 1945 to 1953 the population grew by about 1000 From 1953 to 1958 it grew at an annual rate of 1.9 still only 2/3 of For very detailed examination of the Hausa court structure see II] The quote applies to the region of Kantche farther east in Niger than Konni but still in Hausaland and with very similar market structure This was not unusual in Niger Maradi had much slower growth rate between 1921 and 1945 than its hinterland Only two cities really grew fast in Niger during that time the two territorial capitals of the colony Zinder and Niamey and big population spurt occurred largely before the transfer of the capital to Niamey in the the growth rate of its hinterland in those years
The decisive moment came with the granting of local autonomy to Niger by France in 1958 and total independence in 1960
The lower and middle civil service was totally africanized and even the highest positions were largely taken by Nigériens
The total size of the civil service moreover grew rapidly as France poured in funds far greater than it had ever given the colony and taxes were raised to pay for yet greater increase Between 1958 and 1963 the city grew at an annual rate of 5.1 not counting the inflow of civil servants who are not listed in the regular census The bulk of this growth seems to have come from immigrants arriving from outside the Konni area but not from the immediate hinterland to profit from the civil servants money
The division of non-farm that is dry season labor reflects the consuming rather than producing orientation of the city 7 of the population of 10000 are civil servants and their families Their salaries come from the central government Of the rest of the adult male population 26 are merchants ranging from few important ones with their own trucks who trade throughout Niger and Nigeria to many smaller vendors of sandals sugar sugar cane meat live animals clothing kola nuts straw peanuts bread vegetables combs flashlights kerosene etc. 20 are artisans or skilled laborers masons tailors cloth dyers sandal makers leather tanners blacksmiths butchers bicycle repairmen etc. 15 are unskilled laborers working for the administration for private merchants or artisans or for the court 12 are employed at low to high level administrative jobs by the big mer chants or by the court 11 are maiam religious men) griots type of praise-singing minstrel) or barbers who also have some of the surgical functions of medieval European barbers 4 are gardeners an exclusively dry season occupation done by hand irrigation which caters to the sophisticated tastes for European vege tables 2 are beggars 10 are usually unable to und work and migrate to other cities in Niger during the dry season This does not include the floaters prostitutes female exclusively) truck drivers not based in Konni passing merchants or nomads on their way to sell their cattle in Nigeria Of all of these only minority of the artisans are involved in any production aside from those who grow food for immediate local consumption Even the artisans work chiefly with imported goods which they finish rather than produce All of the producers have local demand not exports in mind There are no exports to pay for the goods imported except for bit of grain and some animals The European and Nigerian imports are paid by government money distributed to the population by the civil servants and to lesser extent by the traditional court The money in turn comes mostly from taxes on the peasants and nomads of Niger and to smaller degree from foreign aid though the latterus relative impor tance is decreasing) Birni Konni has not developed self-sustaining economy It has no industry and depends on politico-administrative elite to support it What local investment there is aims at commerce or the type of short range artisanry described above Birni Konni does not even have the distinction of being the commercial center for its hinterland
The peasants in the immediate vicinity of the city trade in four weekly markets
The city has one of these but it is only the third most important and far smaller than the first two
The city does have number of permanent shops that the villagers lack but these are not for the villagers Only the towns men chiefly the civil servants buy there
The outlook of Birni Konnis ordinary citizen is derived from these salient facts
The uneducated man dreams of becoming an office boy or an unskilled laborer for the civil service Since such jobs are frequently assigned for political reasons to gather dependent rather than because there is any real work to do and because they pay well 4500 CFA francs per month) they are ideal.1 If no such jobs are available however man may go into commerce This explains why it is rare sandal salesman who makes more than one sale every two or three days as the profession is rather overcrowded One man who acquired bicycle now makes handsome living renting it out daily
The city is covered with tables selling cigarettes and kola nuts by the piece It would be wrong to exaggerate Those with extraordinary ini tiative can raise themselves from poor men to rich through commerce and this has been traditional source of social mobility It is now also possible for boy to get French education in the public school system and if he passes his exams he reaches the pinnacle of all pinnacles secure position in the administration Birni Konnis prosperity then is and always has been as fragile as that of the ancient Sudanie cities If the administration were to leave it it would sink to its pre-1945 level of 5000 people And if the Särki and his court left Konni would become but another agricultural village stripped of its wealth and cultural sophistication Its present
At the veterinary service five men do the work of two One of these has bare hour of work each day The department of public works employs over loo men and needs less than half The mason there only comes to work on pay day since there is little public construction in the city and so on rate of growth is unsound and artificial because it has no productive connection to either its hinterland or any other place Furthermore this economic parasitism has formed the values of society so that it thinks of progress only in terms of increasing trade based on increasing demand rather than on increasing production
The high status groups consume they produce and they get their money from an external source There is no entrepreneurial talent directed toward production How strong these attitudes are can be confirmed by comparison between the city of Konni and its hinterland because fortunately some of the nearby villages untouched by the sophistication there are occurring hopeful types of economic change
THE CHANGING RURAL ECONOMY
If it is strange to find that the economy is basically the same as it was before colonization despite superficial modernization it is ironical to note that the backward little rural villages surrounding the city have undergone very important transformation in the last fifty years and that this transformation has been largely independent of events originating in the central city of Konni Of all the ways in which the French changed Niger the most important was that they brought peace to an area that had been at least in the nineteenth century in the throes of perpetual warfare War did not only kill men on the battlefield it burned grain silos destroyed commerce and kept fearful villagers close to their homes and incapable or unwilling to cultivate very far from their villages That much of the warfare was with nomads Tuaregs from the north and Fulani from the south did much to prevent the extension of cultivated lands for in those days the nomads were dominant and it was in their interest to keep the bush untouched As result there was frequent starvation and this kept the population from increasing very much Since the arrival of the French the population has more than doubled and is in the process of doubling again every generation Increased land under cultivation not medicine has been the crucial stimulus Whereas in the old days villagers starved while most of the land remained untouched they can now use as much of each useful land as they choose Not only has the proportion of each land put into use increased but the number of villages has at least tripled as men have felt more secure and left the overcrowded centers into which they had congregated for the common defense But in the Birni Konni area as in much of the rest of Hausaland the population spurt has already caused most of the useful food crop lands to be put into cultivation
In fact increasing pressure on the land brought an important technological change some thirty or forty years ago Cultivation changed from the burn-cultivate-abandon pattern in which neid might be used for three to four years and then abandoned for five to seven years before being re-used Instead type of continuous cultivation was adopted wherein fields are rarely rested In order to allow this abandonment of the traditional pattern new type of hoe was adopted which turns the soil over much more deeply and thoroughly
The latter type of hoe requires much more work per cultivated hectare but its adoption for all cultivation in Central Hausaland permits crowded areas like Birni Konni to live relatively free of the spectre of starvation while maintaining very high population densities around 80 per square kilometre around Birni Konni).1
The change in cultivation practices has not been the only one By demanding cash taxes the French forced the rural peasantry to acquire cash income In some areas peanuts became the main source of tax money but in the villages of Konni young men began emigrating during the dry season to the coast to Nigeria the Gold Coast and the Ivory Coast where there existed abundant employment for unskilled laborers The result was not only that the world of the villagers was enlarged but also that they acquired steady if small cash income even after taxes Markets had existed in Hausaland long before the arrival of the Europeans but they were patronized by minority of the population The ordinary peasant who had access neither to the commercial reve nues of the town nor to the war booty accumulated by the nobles was not frequent participator This changed as the peasants got cash The change was further accelerated by the introduction of cheap Euro pean goods en masse imported by the French commercial firms on one side and by the English via Nigeria on the other Village crafts suffered there are even popular songs about the poor women who used to weave cloth for the villagers in return for food who suddenly found themselves without source of sustenance) as did small scale cultiva tion of number of non-food crops villagers used to grow for their own consumption like cotton At the same time precautionary food crops like manioc once grown to stave off starvation were abandoned because of the increasing supply of preferred grain foods
In other words while self-sufficiency in basic food increased the remainder of the economy became one of exchange rather than of self-sufficiency That is not of itself surprising What is surprising is that this change while establishing economic contacts between the countryside and some towns did not create links between the villages and the closest big town Birni Konni Even now the largest market town in the The rural nni Hausa buy almost all of their tools and durable household and personal items in these markets clothing sandals blades beds etc They also buy most of the seasoning that goes into their foods salt pimento okra and sugar Though most families own their own goats and sheep meat is only eaten if prepared by specialized butchers who work mainly in the markets Most local artisans sell their goods in the market rather than from their homes or from the permanent shops of the city
In the market goods are always bought with cash never by barter
In the old days the unit of currency was the cowrie now it is the CFA franc or Nigerian sterling currency Prices fluctuate freely according to supply and demand and may even vary considerably within the same day The basic food crops millet sorghum and cowpeas as well as groundnuts and rice are available in the markets Markets are supplied by two sources the local peasants and artisans who bring small quantities of produce to market usually to earn little to spend on the day or else to save for taxes and the big traders some of whom have many trucks doing business from Tahoua or even Agadez in the desert to Southern Nigeria It is these big traders who import the outside goods and who also buy much of the grain and many of the animals on sale to export them toward the south There are two important markets in the Konni area Guidan Ider about 30 kilometres to the north of the city on the Tahoua road has ordinary goods on sale but largely specializes in the sale of live animals and nomad products ela on the Birni Konni-Sokoto road kilometres to the south of the city and in Nigeria is the major commercial exchange center It carries truly fantastic array of foods cloth and trinkets from all over the world Chinese flash lights Dutch cloth Indian perfumes and American nose sprays can be found next to the more important stocks of kola nuts from Southern Nigeria fresh fruit metal tools and pots and pans
The people of the entire Konni area bring their millet and sorghum in to ela by small bits to earn the cash for few of these items while the big traders buy the grain which can be sold in Sokoto at 25 to 30 higher prices It is also in ela that the ubiquitous kola nut and cigarette vendors stock up for later distribution in the villages Region Dibissou Guidan Godya May Gozo Region II Takar Dan Makéri Guidan Bawa Region III Tyérassa Gouné Baba Tyérassa Mango Karama)
All the depressions of traditionally marginal but potentially usable and cash producing lands cannot be shown on map of this scale but they are fairly well distributed throughout most of the entire area and are not limited to the major ponds Continued 559
The economy then does not resemble the that imported goods are paid for either by agricultural or animal exports or by labor exports the temporary yearly migrations
There is yet another more important difference Not only has the hinter land changed during the last nfty years but it is now undergoing changes which will eventually significantly increase its income and tie much more of its agriculture into the exchange sector of the economy These changes however are occurring selectively in certain villages much more than in others RICH AND POOR VILLAGES In order to compare change in village economies three adjoining and geographically similar sets of villages around the city of Konni were studied
In all of these about as much land as possible is being used to grow the two staple grain foods millet and sorghum But one group of villages has lot more grain land available because of lower population density Nutrition research has shown that about 600 grams per day of millet and/or sorghum prepared in the Hausa way with the appropriate pimento sauce and little sour milk and an occasional piece of meat is an adequate diet for the average African 17 Counting that the young men who leave the village for three months of the dry season will not eat village food then and that certain amount of grain must be kept to plant next season about 190 kilograms per person per year is sufficient amount of food for village As might be expected
Continued. The large number of pedestrian and animal trails are not shown As it might be thought that proximity to the city of Konni is responsible for some of the differences between regions and III and the more distant region II brief check was made outside the zone studied in Mayfoula to the north of region II It is village that is quite short of grain land and relatively poor In 1964 it began seriously exploiting its marginal lands and in 1965 it more than doubled its effort to produce cash crop sugar cane since it seems to lack good cotton land but to own little swamp that can be used for cane) and an extra food crop manioc that is also grown in the swampy place during the dry season like sugar cane Generally agriculture is becoming much more like region agriculture than like region production per person varies considerably between the three sets of villages 1965 was an outstandingly bad year the worst since 1949 for the grain crop because of bad rainfall distribution The explanation for region immense drop in production will be given later.
In normal year then region II is the best fed of the three regions This is not only shown by food production numbers but also by higher rate of population growth from births only since there is practically no immigration into any of the three regions This higher rate reflects better health from superior nutrition for region II is the farthest of all the regions from the medical services This explains the unusually low grain production from region II in 1965 The bad rainfall distribution hurt the millet great deal and the sorghum only little While regions and III had their sorghum to fall back to region II did not Millet is grown in the light sandy soils that predominate in the area Sorghum is grown in heavier damper soils But neither can be grown in the depressions that are flooded during the rains and until recently most of these remained unused even after they dried up
In the old pre-colonial days such lands were used to grow supplementary foods chiefly manioc but also cotton that was locally used When the peasants extended millet cultivation into the previously unused bush and increased food supply and when they acquired money with which to buy cloth these marginal bits of land were abandoned Now however they are coming back into use in regions and III even though they remain uncultivated in region II They now grow little manioc of which about 80 is consumed by the producers but they also grow cotton which is now almost entirely bought by French textile firm which has regional representative in the city of Konni It was this French company that reintroduced cotton in the area about seven years ago but the differential rate of acceptance among the various groups of villages shows the factors involved the success or failure of this new cash crop Since the city of Birni Konni itself has the best potential cotton lands and because the French agent lives there it is interesting to note the lack of acceptance there compared to other regions What holds for groups of villages also holds for individuals man with hectares of grain land and 14 people to feed will usually manage to have yields 40 higher than the man with hectares and dependents In other words poverty in grain lands has forced certain villages to use their marginal resources more intensively But whereas in the old days more intensive use of land did not expand the scope of the villages economies it now throws them increasingly into cash crop exchange economy Change in agricultural practices in regions and III has also brought new outlook toward economic matters to its populations
CHANGING VALUES IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
It cannot be overemphasized that the structure of change in villages around Konni is the result of deep sociological and economic facts rather than of chance or the whim of few individuals Land is privately owned usually by men but women who are widowed and without sons may own and work their own land It is transmitted hereditarily by fathers to their sons It is alienable and rentable but sales are in fact very rare because of the dearth of good land Economic decisions are made by the productive men of the household and can sometimes show remarkable independence from the actions of neighbors
The most significant measure of the changing orientation toward an exchange economy is the increasing willingness of certain villagers to sell their grain formerly semi-sacred unsellable crop Those villages most involved in the exchange economy are also most sensitive to grain price fluctuations and therefore most willing to sell grain while villages not yet caught by the idea of profit are reluctant to sell even when they have surpluses and prices are high Region II which had the only surpluses in millet and sorghum in 1963 and 1964 also sold the least grain those two years
The city of Birni Konni the most cash oriented part of the area regularly sells more of its grain than any of the rural regions even though it is patently not interested in furthering its income through dry season agricultural work prefer ring instead to engage in more prestigious urban work Regions and III sell more grain than region II but less than the city In 1963 production was high so prices were low In 1964 production was even higher but the government of Niger decided to sell large quantities of grain to Mali and so prices were high There was maximal incentive to sell In 1965 low production throughout the country raised prices But this incen tive was partially overcome by scarcity One might say that region II is overconservative the city too reckless and region the most Sensitivity to market conditions rather than adherence to tradi tional patterns can be demonstrated in another way as well as by grain sales Region also demonstrates the most acute awareness of changing forms of external labor demand Before independence the only place to get well paying unskilled jobs for the villagers around Konni was on the Atlantic coast But since independence this has changed
In the first place there has been some discrimination against foreigners along parts of the coast especially in Nigeria
In the second place the increasing activity of own government has created new work in the big cities of Niamey Maradi Zinder and Tahoua It can therefore now be more profitable and less time consuming to stay within the country during the dry season if one can learn how to find these new jobs
The pro portion of young men who leave their villages for two to three months of the dry season is about the same for all regions and higher than normal The general pattern in the countryside varies similarly for all indi cators Region is the most interested in cash crops and use of marginal land it sells its grain most rationally and it is the most aware of the external labor market Region II is the least modernized of the rural regions on all of the same three counts THE FUTURE AND THE PAST What has happened in the first and third regions will inevitably happen in the second as its growing population rises above the pro ductive possibilities of its grain lands But what has happened to some villages that is growing sensitivity to the exchange sector of the economy resulting in increasing productivity has not yet nor will soon happen to the city There one already finds relatively acute awareness to vm aspects of the exchange economy but very little
